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Gucci, Free 

 

 

 

 

Gucci's app lets you view exclusive videos, fashion shows, latest collections, news, events, and 

store listings, but what's really got us clicking is their Gucci Beats feature, which lets you mix 

your own music with samples compiled by Mark Ronson. Where to show your stuff off? Flip 

through their Little Black Book for listings of the nearest Gucci-approved restaurants, clubs, 

and bars in more than 20 international cities. 
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We know how addictive Chictopia can be, so be careful before you download this app onto 

your iPhone because you might never learn to function without it. Browse photos from their 

Style Gallery and read up on blog entries handpicked by the Chictopia editors. We hope to 

see that them adding uploading functionalities soon so we can upload our own outfits as well 

as browse others! 

 

 

DVF, Free 

 

 

 

 

You already love DVF's twitter, but getting the entire brand experience is super easy. Get up-

to-the-minute news from the DVF team as well as shop the collection, browse latest runway 

shows, watch backstage videos, and locate the nearest stores. What's more, there's a bright-

pink iPhone cover slapped with those iconic red lips so your entire phone can get in on the 

DVF game. 
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Though it's not a fashion application, we've been using Evernote to catalog all the style 

inspiration we spot on the Internet or in real life. Save, organize, and annotate your images 

and links for perusal later. Your inner obsessive compulsive will be thrilled you downloaded it!
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excellent, this is why i read you guys! i have been looking for fashion apps but it's all garbage, these actually look 

worthwhile 

Would you consider doing this piece on apps for phones like the Motorola Droid? We're severely lacking in 

fashion apps! 

The Stylebook app that popped up on my App Store search is $3.99 and you have it listed as $0.99. Am I looking at 

the wrong app? 

No, you're looking at the right app. We had the price wrong when we first published. Apologies. 

stylebook looks awesome, but it is actually 3.99. 
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laurel headdresses are cool, but i'm 
not sure how much i'd be into 

sculpting one out of human hair...! 
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Right you, are! Amending the article now and thanks for pointing that out. 

these apps look cool! if i had an iphone, i would def. download them!! 

I love stylebook! 

Impeccable article...you guys are AMAZING 
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